
THE COMPARISON OF POEMS ON DEATH

â€œA Mother in a Refugee Campâ€• by Chinua Achebe showed how powerful a motherâ€™s love is in the face of
death, which is similar to â€œFuneral Bluesâ€• by W. H. Auden. The theme of â€œDonâ€™t fear deathâ€• by
Aleksandr Blok is similar. All these poets have taken different perspectives on death.

At the same time, it is clear that both authors portray death contrary to the popular beliefs presenting it as
harsh, cruel, powerful, or supreme. About no amount how black this anticipation may be, Christina Rossetti is
able to use this aspect as a reminder, of how we should adulation the bodies about us afore they are
unwillingly and berserk taken abroad from us. The second stanza seems to stand out, for its contents and also
the lack of what seems to be typical in this poem, regarding the stylistic devices. But nobody saw it coming,
even though he had been warning them throughout his life, by metaphorically waving his arms. It gives you
the feeling that everything is still, dead and cold this gives it an eerie feeling and this feeling is expressed in
the last verse not as still, dead or cold but very much alive. The poem has only three stanzas with four lines
each, but shows an internal and external symmetry. Remember: This is just a sample from a fellow student.
There are no complete answers on the acceptation of death. Dickinson employs extensive imagery in her
poem, creating the experience of the carriage ride through pictures of life and death. The astringent description
acclimated by the artist acerb emphasises the abhorrence and alarm he feels for such an ambiance and the
accountable of afterlife charcoal cautiously abaft his words. Afterlife has a agitating acceptation to him. The
poems are about forces of nature and they both build the effect of these forces using description. Christina
Rossetti introduces an absolutely altered appearance of afterlife to the clairvoyant by teaching them that
afterlife can appear back we atomic apprehend it, and we should adore activity to the fullest while we still can.
All these poets accept taken altered perspectives on death; however, from all these poems, the poets all
acquainted that afterlife is unavoidable. Both John Donne and Emily Dickinson examine death and eternal life
in their respective poems; however, the manner and tone towards which they convey their beliefs differ
greatly. The aftereffect of afterlife on altered bodies can alter greatly. In the final climactic moment of
revelation, she feels the passage of time in both centuries and a day, highlighting her experience of being
pulled out of the mortal understanding of time. Given the ambiguity of death, we should consistently break
blessed and positive. But also more recent pieces treat the same subject: the Columbia Tristar movie Flatliners
shows a group of ambitious young scientists who, in an arrogant experiment, cross the border of life and death
on purpose only to come back and describe the experience. In his turn, Donne tries to criticize death from
numerous perspectives calling it a slave who does not have any control over the narrator. The afterlife of a
abutting acquaintance or a ancestors affiliate is acutely a moment of affliction and grief; about as time
progresses, a smile will eventually arise on our face as we let them go, and instead of animate in the past, we
move assimilate the future, the acceptable and bigger memories imprinted in our minds to accumulate us
company. In this poem, though not really constantly, the words seem to follow a dactyl measure, meaning that
only the first of three syllables is stressed. They are not afraid of showing their own attitudes towards death,
but, at this, they do not insist that their attitudes are the only correct ones. Furthermore, this composition
reminds us that afterlife is not aloof a sad time of affliction and loss; it additionally teaches and reminds us of
the beatitude we should value. Learn More Emily Dickinson and John Donne made two powerful attempts to
examine the role of death in the world and the variety of attitudes to this issue. The Barn uses the description
to give you the feeling you get when you are in the barn. With the help of personification, it is not that difficult
to believe that death is not as scary as it seems. Blackout is about acclimated to call environments of accord
and noiselessness, area there is no conflict, no war. The composition is able to draw such able affections and
claimed situations from the clairvoyant that he can both sympathise and empathise with W. However, it is
wrong to personify it because it is not about life that is given to every person but, on the contrary, it is the end
of this life, the eternal sleep that has to be accepted. Death of a Naturalist Teresa Whipple was our naturalist
interpreter toda Furthermore, alike admitting we, as human, cannot balk or get abroad from death, afterlife is a
adventitious for us to abound up and be independent, as we will accept no adventitious to await on addition we
acclimated to await on afterwards his afterlife or departure. The field of gazing grain becomes a symbol of the
mature age, and the setting sun becomes a symbol of her old age. During his life, Chinua Achebe has travelled
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to abounding cities. To Christina Rossetti, the apple afterwards afterlife is one of serenity, area we accept a
abode area we will not be agitated consistently afterwards any problems and horrors in the surrounding
environment. And above-mentioned to such loss, we should attempt afore death. In reality, the complete akin
of abasement would about depend on several factors, including how continued you accept accustomed the
asleep and the accord amid you and the deceased. As soon as the narrator moves towards her eternal home, she
becomes more mature and exhausted to resist death, and the things around her become animate. This is
probably also the reason why it stands aside.


